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SRA Awards Certificates to
Maiden Batch of Undergraduate Scholars

LESSONS FROM BRAZIL
Brazil is one of the biggest and most
diversified among the world’s sugar cane
industries. The country pioneered the canebased production of fuel ethanol way back in
the 1970’s and is now considered an authority
as far as ethanol is concerned. The sheer size
of its sugar and ethanol production makes it a
power in both commodities, almost dictating
how the state of commerce over these
commodities behaves worldwide.
In June this year, Brazil hosted the biggest
gathering of sugar cane technologists held
every three years, the “International Society of
Sugar Cane Technologists (ISSCT) XXVIII
Congress.” Held in Sao Paulo, the Congress
gathers delegates from all sugar cane
industries in all parts of the globe—cane
growers, millers, technical people,
researchers, agriculturists, managers and
executives, product and service providers.
The more than a thousand delegates shared
the latest developments in several
‘commissions’ either through technical paper
presentation or through posters in designated
function halls.

In a tie-up with the University of
the Philippines (Los Baños), the
Sugar Regulatory Administration
formally kicked off its Scholarship
Study and Fellowship Program on
July 17, 2013. The monumental
affair witnessed the agency’s
official awarding of certificates to

its maiden batch of undergraduate
scholars held at the UPLB’s Office
of the Students’ Affair Auditorium.
During the official program, Dr.
Oscar B. Zamora (Vice
(Continued on p. 5)

Pensumil Block Farm Undergoes OPSI

(Continued on p. 10)

The Extension team of Dr. Dina PadillaFernandez, Adel Catuira, Evelyn
Estanislao, Joel Ronario, Rogelio
Genzola, Zyrus Oliver Montiel and Joseph Peter
Gonzales recently staged a successful OPSI (Outreach
Program for the Sugar Industry) seminar for the
Pensumil District on June 25-27, 2013 held at the Casa
Ofelia Resort in Siembre, Bombon, Camarines Sur.
Participants were block farm members of BISUCOPA.
Mr. Edgar Madrid (Director, DA-RFU V Regional
Technical Division) officially welcomed the participants
and cited the importance of such undertaking. He said
that block farms give small farmers the opportunity to
make their productivity higher while reducing farming
cost.

The topic on“Sugar Production and Regulation” was
discussed by Mr. Rahman Dunton, Regulation Officer of
Pensumil District. Shedding light on “The Sugarcane
Convergence Program Rationale: Block Farming” was
Ms. Gracia Sales (OIC, Chief Beneficiaries
Development Coordination Division-Cam Sur B). She
reviewed the respective roles of DAR, SRA and the
MDDC in the whole program chain as she tackled

DAR’s intervention package on the block farm
(Continued on p. 8
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The 2013 Gawad Saka Awards
Nominees in Focus
It’s that time of year again when the Gawad Saka
Awards goes on a nationwide search to tap
possible nominees whose showcases are
exemplary in their respective categories. For the
Sugarcane Farmer category alone, seven entries
coming from the various regions were evaluated.
“So little room, yet so many occupants.” This can
best describe the brewing competition among the
candidates, which for sure will give the judges a
hard time. Who will eventually bag the coveted
title? In the meantime, let us get to know the
aspirants better:

combination on the furrow slice after the stubble
shaving and off-barring operations. He applies the
second dose 2-21/2 months after planting or
stubble shaving, as the case maybe.
He prefers planting an average of five lacsas per
hectare of well-selected cane points of VMC 86550. According to him, this variety has high
tonnage and Lkg/TC. Apart from good land
preparation, good planting practices and materials,
correct timing and proper application of fertilizers,
Noel also employed a combination of carabao
cultivation and weeding operations which is done
alternately.

NOEL P. ABAYAN
(Ormoc City)

HERMELITO J. LUMABIT

Mr. Abayan has been growing sugarcane for about
eight years now. One wouldn’t really think he’d be
successful in this field especially since he’s an
Accounting major and held a managerial post at
the Delta Motor Sales Corporation. But as an old
adage goes, “Nothing is impossible for the risktaker.” Noel actually resigned from his position
because he had difficulty then juggling his time
between his family in Ormoc and job in Manila.

(Negros Oriental)

After leaving his work, he devoted his time to
sugarcane farming and tended his 12-hectare
farm. He gained his farming skills from his father
and enhanced his knowledge more through
reading, researching and attending some of the
industry’s important functions like the Philsutech
convention.

“Persistence is the key to success.” This holds true
in the case of Mr. Lumabit who is an original
beneficiary of the government’s Agrarian Reform
Program. Into sugarcane farming for 14 years
already, Lito (as he is fondly called) tills his 2.20
hectare farm with much hard work and dedication.
An automotive graduate, Mr. Lumabit learned his
sugarcane farming know-how from his folks and
technicians from the Sugar Regulatory
Administration. If time permits, he attends
seminars and updates himself with the latest
breakthroughs in the field via constant readings.

He plants high-yielding varieties, like Phil 8839 and
VMC 84-524 and religiously follows the
Noel practices trash farming. He uses farm wastes recommended rate of fertilizers. Proper timing of
application and covering the fertilizers with soil
and chicken dung as organic fertilizers. He only
after the procedure is being observed in his farm.
utilizes the inorganic type as basal. He applies a
An organic farming practitioner, Lito observes
mixture of four bags of 46-0-0 and two bags of
trash farming and continuously applies vermi-cast
triple 14 per hectare prior to planting. For his
along with other organic fertilizers.
ratooned sugarcane, he uses the same
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Mr. Lumabit is also an active member of their local
IMELDA P.
cooperative, the RAMPUCO. In fact, he initiated
GALIZA
the vermi-composting project of their group given
(Cagayan)
that vegetable wastes are so abundant in their
area. For five straight years, Lito received a
commendation for his cooperative as “Outstanding
For Ms. Galiza,
Borrower and Member with the Highest Capital
industry and
Build-up.
motivation are a
deadly
combination to victory. This she proved when she
started to go into sugarcane farming in 1988 since
it is one lucrative source of income in the area. But
EFREN A.
prior to this, she and husband Arthur were already
EVANGELISTA
helping the latter’s parents tend their rice field until
(Laguna)
they decided to share a hectare to the couple.
To be in the farming
business for more than three decades now is a
definite feat, like in the case of Mr. Evangelista.
Farming is like second skin to him, as he always
helped his father even as a kid. In fact, he didn’t
finish college not because they had no money but
due to his desire to help his father till their land.
And who wouldn’t enjoy farming when it proved to
be a lucrative source of income since they were
tilling more than seven hectares a year!

Interestingly, Imelda started with two hectares
which she leased. She secured loans from private
individuals for her farm’s operations. She also
sought advice from experienced sugarcane
farmers and technical experts, visited successful
sugarcane farms and attended various trainings.
She faithfully adopted the technologies she
learned and attained high yields on her initial
venture that resulted to a remarkable income.
Inspired with this development, she decided to
extend her area and leased another two hectares.
With her impressive income from her previous
production, she was able to pay her loan and
raised a capital to finance the operation of another
four hectares.

Efren sees to it that he has undertaken four
passes of harrowing on his sugarcane field before
planting not just for weed management but proper
uptake of the basal fertilizer as well. He practices
off-barring, too for weed and fertilizer management Up to this very day, when she already possesses
and uses ratoons until the third phase as seedling nine hectares of sugarcane farms, she religiously
materials on some of his areas.
adopts the appropriate technology from proper
land preparation and cultivation, right application of
One who knows how to pay it forward, Efren
handles 80 farm workers under his care. For those fertilizers, planting of high-yielding cultivars down
to replanting of missing hills, pest and disease
who came from far-away provinces like Bicol,
management, weed control and proper harvesting.
Quezon and Visayas, he provides shelter,
electricity and water supplies. He also gives
livelihood opportunities for the wives for them to
make extra income and not solely depend on
PATRICIO S.
sugarcane farming alone.
Apart from being a successful sugarcane farmer,
Mr. Evangelista is also a responsible and
dependable Barangay Captain in their area.
Despite his busy farm and domestic life (he is a
loving and doting husband and father) he is able to
religiously report to the office everyday to attend to
the needs of his constituents.

RARA, JR.
(Davao)

Mr. Rara’s affinity
with farming can
be largely
attributed to the
fact that his folks are farmers themselves.
Everything he knows about the craft he learned
from them. Along the way, he also obtained
insights from mentors and attendance to various
seminars which covered farm management,
planting and harvesting.
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Dodong (as he is fondly called) sweated it out, so
to speak on his first sugarcane production and the
result was beyond his expectations. His openness,
innovativeness and receptiveness to new cultural
practices made him more inspired and increased
the sustainability and productivity of his farm.

It all began when Elenita planted 8,000 cane
points to the area she got from DAR. From there,
she was able to harvest a truck of sugarcane. The
proceeds became her initial capital for her
succeeding operations. The rest, as they say, is
history.

He doubled his hard work on his second venture
while equipping himself with more knowledge on
sugarcane farming through attending national
conventions, joining field validations and adopting
new technology. He also used the variety Phil 8013, which is known for high tonnage and sucrose
production and is tolerant to rodent damage. As a
result, he was able to have 21 ratoons.

Actually, there is no secret in her farming triumph.
She has been into the field for forty years now. Her
application of all the theories she learned from
seminars she attended remains to be her huge
weapon. She’s also not afraid to innovate. She
planted varieties with good tonnage and high yield
plus good rationing abilities like VMC 84-524, VMC
84-947 and VMC 86-550. Elenita also observes
soil rehabilitation, fertilizers management, pests
Amazingly, he has doubled his income, was able
and diseases control and utilization of marginal
to expand his area and rented three more hectares
lots or vacant areas.
of sugarcane farm. From there, Dodong acquired
hauling trucks year after year. In his noble desire
to help fellow farmers, he provided more units for
MERLITO J. ANCHETA
them to rent at a minimal charge.
Truly, Mr. Rara’s passion for farming is what
continues to inspire him to effect positive changes
in the lives of small farmers who look up to him as
a role model and a true success story.

ELENITA C. ALARCON
(Negros Occidental)
Whatever she
has, she made
good and wise
use of. This is Ms.
Alarcon’s strong
point. One
pioneer
beneficiary of the
government’s
agrarian reform
program, she was awarded 1.5 hectares nine
years ago, which at present, she was able to
widen to 2.80 hectares.

(North Cotabato)
A very “hands-on”
farmer is an apt
description for Mr.
Ancheta. Even if he
has paid laborers,
he chooses to lead
by example. For
one, he
demonstrates first to
his workers the correct planting techniques
observing the proper distance and position of the
cane points. He also leads them by displaying his
initiative in doing actual furrowing with the
carabao.

In his farm, proper application of bio-fertilizer is
considered. Through drenching in furrows, growth
hormones are applied through the use of
pressurized power sprayer. He seldom uses
carabao in covering cane points after planting. By
feet stumping, the covered seed pieces are
thoroughly pressed and compacted enough to
This is simply commendable considering her being conserve soil moisture.
an orphan and early exposure to poverty. Imagine,
Merlito practices trash mulching as recommended,
she was forced to fend herself through being a
to bring back to the soil the organic matters. He
farm laborer in Silay City, her birthplace. In her
personally supervises as well the cane point
youth, plowing the fields and even cutting and
preparation and sees to it that good quality seed
loading the bundled sugarcane to bull carts are
pieces are cut-backed for planting. To further aid
just but ordinary chores for her. Truly, the
his success, he is open to learning new sugarcane
hardships she went through greatly contributed to
technology breakthroughs.
the successful woman that she is now.
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Davao News Tidbits
Select SRA Extension personnel graced the
following affairs:
.

MOA Signing Between
BMDDFI and CMU
The long-awaited contract signing between the
Bukidnon Mill District Development Foundation
Inc. (BMDDFI) and Central Mindanao University
(CMU) finally took place on May 3, 2013 at the
Farmers Training Center (FTC) CMU, Musuan,
Bukidnon.
The Memorandum of Agreement, which
highlights the two parties’ collaborative efforts for
a sugarcane research and development on new
High-Yielding Varieties (HYV’s), was formally
signed by Mr. Pablo Lorenzo III, Chairman of
BMDDFI and Dr. Maria Luisa R. Soliven, the
President of the Central Mindanao University.
Other official signatories present during the
momentous event were Engr. Democrito G.
Oppus, Vice Chairman of BMDDFI, Mr. Javier
Sagarbarria, Board Member and Engr. Reynaldo
G. Juan, VP for Income Generating Project,
Central Mindanao University. The signing was
witnessed by some BMDDFI Board Members and
CMU officials.
Actually, the said undertaking involves a forty
hectare-land owned by the Central Mindanao
University which will be rented by the BMDDFI at
P15,000 per annum for a period of six years. The
land will be utilized for the propagation and
multiplication of new High-Yielding Varieties for
distribution to the sugarcane planters of Bukidnon
free of charge. And since the project is a
collaborative undertaking for sugarcane research
and development, CMU students will have
access to conduct study and observe basic
cultural practices in sugarcane growing especially
in nursery management.
The said MOA signed by the CMU and BMDDFI
was officially confirmed by the CMU Board of
Regents on its meeting on June 7, 2013 at the
CHED, UP Diliman, Quezon City.



May 6, 2013 witnessed the opening of a
month-long celebration for all farmers and
fishermen held at the Department of
Agriculture Region XI. The event was
spearheaded by Mrs. Remelyn R. Recoter,
CESO IV, DA, RFU XI Regional Executive
Director;



On May 29-30, 2013, a two-day-training on
“Damage Assessment and Reporting System
(DARS)” was held at the Ritz Hotel in Davao
City. The project was sponsored by DA XI led
by the Bureau of Agricultural Activities which
required all attached agencies to attend and
have common ideas and understanding
regarding computations on damage report
caused by calamities.

( SRA Awards . . . from p. 1)
Chancellor, OVCAA, UPLB) made the opening
remarks while Dr. Rex Victor O. Cruz (UPLB
Chancellor) delivered a heartfelt message which
inspired the scholars. SRA Board Member Pablito
Sandoval also had words of wisdom directed to both
the scholars and their parents, citing that it was one
rare life-changing opportunity, and Deputy
Administrator Aida Ignacio encouraged the scholars to
join SRA in the future.
Administrator Regina Bautista-Martin presented an
overview of the SRA’s graduate and undergraduate
scholarships for a better and clearer understanding of
everyone. According to the gracious lady
administrator, the main targets of the SRA scholarship
are the underprivileged but deserving students; those
who are natural-born Filipino citizens with no pending
application for immigration in any foreign land and
preferably, dependents of the sugarcane industry.
She stressed that the prime goal of this undertaking is
to promote and sustain a strong agricultural and
industrial research and development program which
will propel the Philippine sugar industry to stability and
competitiveness in the coming years.
The scholarship is expected to provide the sugarcane
industry with a highly qualified and competent
technical and extension workforce in the fields of
Chemical Engineering-Sugar Technology, Agriculture,
Agricultural Engineering, Chemistry and Agricultural
Extension, who can strengthen the scientific,
(Continued on p.6
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SRA Joins Info Drive for Hacienda
Luisita Beneficiaries
The Sugar Regulatory Administration led by Adm.
Regina Bautista-Martin actively participated in the
information drive for the beneficiaries of Hacienda
Luisita in Tarlac City from May 21-25, 2013.
Spearheaded by the Department of Agrarian
Reform (DAR), different government agencies
were invited as part of the support services for the
Agrarian Reform Beneficiaries. Apart from SRA,
other agencies in attendance were DA-Regional
Field Units III, DA- Agricultural Training
Institute, and the National Dairy Authority.
The forum actually provided the beneficiaries

Adm. Martin answering a query during the press
conference in line with the info drive.
Interestingly, alternative business opportunities
were presented apart from sugarcane production.
High value crops production and dairy production
were presented by the DA-RFU and NDA,
respectively. On its part, the DA-ATI focused on
the training needs of the farmers.

Hacienda Luisita beneficiaries definitely
gained lots of insights while attending the
forum.
more insights and a clearer perspective on what to
do with the parcel of land they will receive from
the National Government through DAR.
( SRA Awards . . . from p. 5)
technological and outreach programs/activities of both
the agricultural and industrial sectors of the sugarcane
industry.
Under this scholarship, SRA will provide financial
assistance, benefits and other privileges to the chosen
scholars (tuition/miscellaneous fees and allowances for:
book, clothing, transportation, medical, subsistence,
thesis/dissertation, laptop and graduation). As a
payback, the scholars will render a return service to the
agency for a specific length of time.
Adm. Martin, along with Drs. Cruz and Zamora led the
awarding of certificates to the eight privileged scholars
who comprise the first batch from the undergraduate
level. They are as follows: Anne Kristine E. Dilay
(Bachelor of Science in Statistics); Laurence Adrian C.

One of the event’s important highlights was the
video presentation tackling the concept of
sugarcane block farming to which the beneficiaries
responded warmly. Other income-generating
activities were also presented by the other invited
agencies to the delight of the beneficiaries.
On May 24, DAR and other cooperating agencies
conducted a press conference at the Central Park
Hotel in Tarlac City to promote and drumbeat the
worthwhile project.
Marave (BS in Chemistry); Kevin Martin C. Faltado (BS
in Chemical Engineering); Don Van Karl DC Israel (BS
in Chemical Engineering); Janina Gaile M. Palad (BS in
Agriculture Bio-Systems Engineering); Jessica Mae M.
Mora (BS in Agriculture Bio Technology); Ma. Kenneth
Lane R. Suplito (BS in Agriculture); and Rose Diane A.
Locaba (BS in Agriculture).
Speaking in behalf of her fellow scholars, Ms. Dilay
extended her gratitude to both SRA and UPLB for the
golden opportunity, faith and confidence given to them.
She promised that they would do their best in order to
meet the high expectations and eventually, be of
service to the sugarcane industry as its new blood.
Dr. Leticia E. Afuang (Director, OSA) rendered the
closing remarks with the burning hope that this noble
and worthwhile undertaking will just be the start of more
successful projects on SRA’s end.
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Don Pedro Considers the Use of a Mechanical Harvester in the District
It’s a fact that sugarcane farming entails a lot of activities, from land preparation to harvesting in order
to attain higher production which means big profit. After the canes have grown and matured, harvesting
(which comprises around 10 to 18 per cent of the total cost of production) is the next most crucial
cultural practice to be observed.
In the past years and until now, the harvesting season in Batangas is always plagued by concerns on
delayed harvesting due to a limited number of cane cutters. This can be attributed to the fact that there
are very few “local tabaseros” in the mill district so the planters have become dependent on the
“migratory” cane cutters from the Visayas and some portions of Quezon. This Crop Year 2012-13, the
number of “migratory” cane cutters who were tapped and brought to Batangas from nearby provinces
was so limited. They are even demanding higher payment: from the previous rate of P180 to P210 to
P250 to P260 per ton.
To address this concern, the Don Pedro Mill District is seriously considering (on-going discussions with
Philmech) to adopt the use of a mechanical harvester in the area. Also, the Don Pedro MDDFI has now
made arrangements in Pampanga to observe how the Cabalen’s fabricated mechanical harvester
works. This is part of the Don Pedro MDDFI’s initial efforts to address the main problem affecting the
harvesting season in Batangas.
In line with this, the Don Pedro MDDFI seeks the help of local inventors in fabricating machineries. Just
recently, one unit of cane loader was fabricated and tested. All relevant data were gathered and the
actual performance of the machinery was observed.

Technology demonstration on cane
loader conducted in Batangas.

Cane loader adopted in Nanning , China
Picture taken during the Training on Sugarcane Growing in China,
2004 which was attended by some SRA Extension personnel
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Seminars Conducted to Block Farm
Enrollees in Concepcion, Tarlac
The Sugar Regulatory Administration through the Tarlac Mill District, in cooperation with the Tarlac MDDCFI
and Field Services Department of the Central Azucarera de Tarlac staged a separate two-day seminar for
farmers and block farm enrollees of Magao, Concepcion, Tarlac on May 15 and 23, 2013. The triumvirate of
Mr. Mauro Merculio, TMDDCFI/ PHILSURIN Coordinator, Engr. Jigs delos Reyes Jr., CAT Field Representative in the Zones and Mr. Joel G. Ronario, Tarlac MDO
comprised the pool of speakers for said undertaking.
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where the participants were members of the Binhi ni
Abraham Producers Cooperative and some farmers in
nearby barangays. It was cited that one of the prevalent problems not only in the said area but also in other
municipalities is weed control.
In response, Mr. Merculio discussed proper weed control using herbicides, particularly Diuron plus 2-4D. A
demonstration on its right application was also done for
observation of the farmers. In passing, rat control was
also discussed during the session. A community wide
control program was recommended with the assistance
of the LGU and the Provincial Agriculture Office of the
Department of Agriculture to be sought.

Plant nutrition, soil fertility improvements and fertilizer
computation were the topics discussed on May 15. Held
in the office of the Binhi ni Abraham Producers Cooperative in Magao, a total of thirty-eight participants attended the seminar who cultivate not only sugarcane but
vegetables, rice and corn as well. A soil analysis result
was presented to the farmers and served as basis for
fertilizer computation. Interestingly, farmers from the
said barangay used to apply phosphorus fertilizer but
they found out through the seminar that it’s not really
required in their soil type.
Meanwhile, weed control management and pest control
were the topics tackled on May 23. This time, the venue
of the seminar was the Magao Elementary School

(Pensumil Block Farm . . . from p. 1)
project.
Meanwhile, Dr. Dina Padilla-Fernandez (Chief
Agriculturist) presented “The Philippine Sugar Industry
Situationer.” She talked about the economics of size
and the problems besetting the local sugarcane
industry at present like money and the low price of
sugar. Among the strategies she cited to survive the
impending challenge, Dr. Fernandez mentioned two:
improve farm productivity and develop other products
from sugarcane.
The “Sugar Processing and Factory Operations” was
discussed by Mr. Rogelio Genzola. The planters
learned a lot of things about how things go when sugar
gets processed.
The following day’s series of presentations
concentrated on sugarcane growing. Mr. Adel Catuira,
before taking center stage to discuss “The Sugarcane
Plant’s Parts and Functions”, “Yield Components” and
“High-Yielding Varieties/Variety Selection”, gave a
knowledge leveling exercise to the participants. This
was to determine the areas where the participants are

Participants eagerly listen to Mr. Joel Ronario
as he delivers his talk.

weak at so that the lecturers could adjust and
concentrate on said spots.
Mr. Zyrus Montiel and Ms. Evelyn Estanislao touched
on related subjects. The former presented “Soil
Requirements of the Sugarcane Plant” while the latter,
“Nutritional Requirements of the Sugarcane Plant.”
Pensumil MDO Salvador Ocampo’s presentation “Pests
and Diseases of Sugarcane in the Pensumil District” as
well asTess Caballero’s “Harvesting and Ratoon
Management” were well-received by the audience since
the two resource speakers spoke in their native dialect.
The final day kicked off with the lecture given by 2004
Gawad Saka winner Raul Carreras on “Cultural
Management of Sugarcane” where he shared his
success formula.
Again, Mr. Adel Catuira took center stage and
presented his next topic: “Agro-Climatic Factors
Affecting Sugarcane Production.” He further
emphasized the Crop Calendar system.
As a review, Mr. Joel Ronario gave some Key Checks
and Recommendations for sugarcane growing. Mr.
Joseph Peter Gonzales acted as facilitator in the threeday affair.
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Ang resulta, lower cost per Lkg sugar produced.
Mas maganda ang produksyon ng 1st ratoon crop
at menos gastos pa.
ni MANG TOM BAYAN

Pinag-iisipan na ng mga sugar planter kung
paano makaka-survive ang sugar industry mula
sa taong 2015. Ang dapat gawin, palakihin ang
produksyon sa menos na gastos.
Halos lahat ng taniman ng tubo ay below 5% na
lamang ang organic matter. Dapat ay 9% ang
OM. upang sapat ang sustansyang makukuha ng
tubo. Ayon sa mga research, ang isang
toneladang tubo ay nakakasipsip sa lupa ng 2 kilo
N, 1 kilo P205 at 4.5 kilo K.
Maglagay ng 10 toneladang decomposed
mudpress sa isang ektarya at makakamenos ng 5
bags Urea. Kung may 3% N ang ilalagay na
Organic Matter, sapat na ang 7 toneladang OM
kada ektarya upang matugunan ang kailangang N
ng tubo.
Ang paglalagay ng 10 toneladang mill ash sa
isang ektarya ay nakapagbibigay ng sapat na P at
K sa isang panahon ng pagtutubuhan. Huwag
magsilab bago tabasin ang tubo. Bulukin ang
kayakas sa lupa. Ang isang toneladang nabulok
na kayakas ay katumbas ng isang bag na Urea.
Ang pagpapa-ilo ng malinis na tubo ay maliit
lamang ang trash deduction, kaya mas maganda
ang sugar recovery.
Isa pang paraan para mapalaki ang produksyon
ay adequate land preparation. Ang kabutihan ng
sapat na paghahanda ng lupa ay ang mga
sumusunod: Improved soil tilth, better soil and
seed set contact; improved water infiltration and
retention; deeper root penetration, more millable
stalks; efficient water and nutrient absorption;
increased fertilizer use efficiency and higher cane
yield per hectare.

Dapat ding mag-apply ng cane ripener lalo na sa
early milling at last ratoon upang gumanda ang
sugar recovery at makatanim ng maaga. Ang mga
milling districts ay dapat magkaroon ng soil
fertility maps. Mahalaga ito para may pagbatayan
sa recommended fertilizer and quantity per
hectare.
Huwag na ring magtanim sa marginal lands.
Malaking puhunan ang kailangan dito para
mapalaki ang ani.
********
Nagpa-design ng cane loader si SRA Board
Member Pablito Sandoval. Marami kasing
tabasero ang nahuhulog sa pagkakarga ng tubo na
tumutulay sa andamyo. Marami ang nababalian,
kaya para maiwasan ang aksidente, cane loader
ang gagamitin.
Nagkaroon na ng trial ang cane loader sa Lian,
Batangas. Kailangan na lamang ang konting
pagbabago para magamit na sa susunod na
milling season.
********
May mga planter-members sa BISPMPC na
“diversified” farmers. May iba pa silang sideline
projects tulad ng piggery, poultry, cattle
fattening, coffee, black pepper, ornamentals at
vegetable farms.
Kahit bagsak ang presyo ng asukal, hindi sila
tumitigil sa pagtatanim ng tubo dahil may iba pa
silang pinagkakakitaan.
********
Ang Magallanes Sugar Planters Multi-Purpose
Cooperative sa Cavite ay mayroong tatlong
Muscovado mills, dalawa’y animal-driven at ang
isa naman ay engine-driven. Higit ang kita ng
(Sundan sa pahina 10)
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mga sugarcane planter dahil 70% ang kanilang
share at mataas pa ang presyo ng muscovado.
Malapit pa ang mill sa kanilang plantation.
Ang binalak na Ethanol mill ay itutuloy din sa
Magallanes dahil may bago ng foreign investor
mula sa Singapore.
Pinaghahandaan na talaga nila ang taong 2015!

Dapat nang paghandaan ang kakulangan ng mga
magtatabas ng tubo.
Sang-ayon kay Dir. Rex Bingabing, ang sugar
industry ay kabilang na sa Research Work
Mandate ng PhilMech. Ang requirements ng
sugarcane farming ay inaalam na ng PhilMech.
Sinabi naman ni Ferdie Corpuz (Manager III ng
RDE sa Luzon at Mindanao) na ang SRA ay may
pondo para gastusin sa pagdi-develop ng cane
harvester.

********
Sa pamamamgitan ni SRA Board Member
Pablito Sandoval, natuloy din ang meeting ng
DPMDDFI at PhilMech. Pinag-usapan ang
pagdidevelop ng cane harvester at cane loader
upang mapabilis ang harvesting operations.

( Editorial . . . from p. 1)
While the previous congresses were hot on bio-fuels, this year’s
edition focused on energy as was obvious in almost all
commissions, from agricultural, factory engineering, to processing,
co-products/by-products, and even in management. The highlights
on energy started from the two-day pre-Congress tours by the
various commissions which featured trash/biomass harvesting in the
farms, dry cane cleaning processes and cogeneration in the
factories.
The state of farm mechanization in the sugar cane fields is befitting
of the vast land resources of the country where almost all the
phases of sugar cane agriculture is mechanized. There are however
still a lot of hand-cut canes, with some truckloads seen to still have
the tops and the leaves to maximize biomass delivery to the mills to
boost fuel for energy production. The factories in turn possess
energy-efficient equipment and processes to boost savings in fuel in
support of the cogeneration operations.
Much could be learned from what Brazil practices and applies in its
sugar cane industry, from the caring of the sugar cane crop in the
fields, harvesting and transport, milling and processing, and every
other peripheral activities for the cane and its growing and
processing by-products and co-products.
But perhaps the biggest lesson Brazil could impart to the rest of the
sugar cane industries worldwide is that— it is a dynamic and
energetic industry; never resting on its laurels as sugar and ethanol
erudite authority. Brazil could have slowed down and just reap the
benefits from its pioneer agenda, but instead, it poured back these
gains not only on sugar and ethanol, but expanded to other areas as
well.
Today, Brazil does not only lead (or among the leaders) in sugar
and ethanol research and development, but also in the fields of by-

Ang harvester sa Tarlac na mechanicallyoperated ay bibisitahin ng DPMDDFI. Ang
halaga nito ay P1M lamang.
Upang patuloy na makinabang sa pagtutubuhan,
paliitin ang puhunan!
products/co-products. Majority of its sugar mills supply cogenerated
power to the grid, and component occupations in the industry from
breeding energy canes to harvesting field trash to the energyefficient processes and equipment in the mills are all supportive of
this Cogen initiative.
But perhaps one of the most vital find in the field of by-products
research is the development of farnesene, a base chemical
produced from the yeast fermentation of sugar, which is used to
manufacture a lot of other products—biodiesel, jet fuel, rubber,
squalene, fragrance oils—all of which are already commercially
produced in Brazil or somewhere else in the world. Amyris is the
company that produces and markets farnesene under the trade
name Biofene.
The point now is—are we ready and willing (as in political will) to
learn and adapt the lessons which Brazil is giving to the
international sugar cane industry? This is the million-dollar question
worth considering about.

